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Chapter 571: Admitted It 

Li Yue calmed herself down. She pretended not to understand and said, “I don’t know what you mean. 

Do you have anything else? If there’s nothing else, you can leave first. I still have something to settle.” 

Jiang Yu smiled and said, “Whether I have something or not depends on you.” 

Li Yue was not a fool. Of course, she knew what Jiang Yu meant. As long as she spoke up for Li Lu, Jiang 

Yu would tell the truth. 

This would not only completely destroy Li Lu, but it would also delay her selection. 

Hence, Li Yue had a hard time choosing. She did not know if she should continue speaking or what she 

should say. 

Li Lu waited for a long while but didn’t hear Li Yue speak. She couldn’t help but feel anxious and said, 

“Sister! Why aren’t you speaking?!” 

Li Yue glared at her and gritted her teeth. “Shut up! Can’t you see that I’m trying to think of a way?!” 

Li Lu was finally so frightened that she didn’t dare to speak. 

“Jiang Yu.” Li Yue put on a smiling face and asked softly, “Can we settle this privately?” 

Jiang Yu smiled and shook his head. “No.” 

“Must we settle it openly?” Li Yue asked unwillingly. 

Jiang Yu nodded and said, “Yes.” 

Li Yue wanted to gamble on her identity and said, “Jiang Yu, I’m the movie queen. Do you think 

everyone will believe you or me if you say this out loud?” 

“Who do you think everyone will believe?” 

The person who spoke was not Jiang Yu but a tall man — Mo Long. 

When everyone saw Mo Long, they did not dare to breathe. They were afraid that if they said something 

wrong, this CEO Mo would punish them. 

“Mo, Mo Long?” Li Yue exclaimed in surprise. 

When Li Lu saw Mo Long, she did not give up and called out, “Brother-in-law...” 

“I’ll say it for the last time. My girlfriend Is Jiang Yu,” Mo Long said with a sullen face. 

“Hmm?” Jiang Yu raised her eyebrows. 

Mo Long took out a few pieces of paper, he said, “The contents of these papers are all the things that 

your good sister, Li Lu, has done. Whether it’s bribing the judges during the dance competition or using 

money to borrow a car to hit someone, all the evidence and witness statements are on these papers. Li 

Yue, this is your good sister, the good sister that you’ve always wanted to support.” 



When Mo Long said these words, his tone was still the same as usual. It was so cold that no one dared to 

approach him. 

But it was this cold tone that made people tremble in fear. 

“Li Lu... is really such a person?” Some people couldn’t believe it. 

“She’s the sister of the movie queen. Doesn’t the movie queen know that she did all these things?” 

“Could it be that the movie queen helped her do it?” 

Someone said this and Li Yue’s back broke out in a cold sweat. She quickly turned around and slapped Li 

Lu. She shouted, “What did you do behind my back?!” 

Li Lu covered her face and looked at Li Yue in disbelief. “Sister, you hit me...” 

Li Yue shouted angrily, “I hit you! Look at what you did!” 

“Sister...” Li Lu covered her face and was about to cry. 

Mo Long sneered and said, “Li Yue, are you trying to say that you didn’t know what Li Lu did?” 

Li Yue tried hard to smile and said, “I didn’t know she did these things.” 

Mo Long asked, “You really didn’t know?” 

Li Yue forced herself to say, “I really didn’t know.” 

“Then you better not know.” Mo Long snorted and looked at Jiang Yu. He asked gently, “Yu’er, what do 

you want to do next?” 

Jiang Yu didn’t want to make things too difficult with Li Yue. It wasn’t good for her, but Li Lu had to pay a 

corresponding price. 

Chapter 572: Withdraw From The Circle 

Hence, Jiang Yu said, “Since movie queen Li said that she didn’t know about this matter, then she should 

really not know. But the evidence of what Li Lu did is already conclusive. It should be hard for her not to 

admit it, right?” 

Li Lu knew that her actions had already been exposed. She was afraid that she would be completely 

screwed and there would be no way for her to turn the tables. 

The best way now was to admit everything. She absolutely could not implicate Li Yue. 

Otherwise, she would not have a good ending in the Li family in the future. 

Hence, Li Lu said, “Yes, I did all these things. I admit it! My sister doesn’t know about these things at all. I 

have been keeping it from her all this time. It has nothing to do with her.” 

Li Lu had already admitted everything, so there was nothing more to say. 

What awaited her next was no longer the ban on the entertainment industry, but a retreat from the 

industry. 



Jiang Yu said, “Since you all said that this matter has nothing to do with Li Yue, then it has nothing to do 

with her. I don’t want to pursue the other matters, but you must apologize to Little Xia.” 

Li Lu: “...” 

Jiang Yu raised her eyebrows and looked at her. “Why? Are you unwilling?” 

Li Lu gritted her teeth, but she had no choice but to lower her head. “I’m willing.” 

Jiang Yu smiled and said, “Alright. Then you can settle your own matters first. I’ll wait for you at the 

studio.” 

After saying that, Jiang Yu brought Mo Long and Sister Xia back. 

On the way back, Jiang Yu asked Mo Long, “Have you not been to my studio yet?” 

Mo Long smiled dotingly and said, “Not yet.” 

Jiang Yu smiled happily and said, “That’s great. I’ll bring you there to take a look!” 

Mo Long said, “Alright.” 

Just as he said that, Jiang Yu stopped a person in front of her. 

“Li Yue? Is there anything else?” Jiang Yu asked curiously. 

Li Yue replied, “I’m not looking for you, but I’m looking for Mo Long.” 

Mo Long frowned and said, “There’s nothing to talk about between us.” 

Li Yue knew that he didn’t want to be alone with her, not even for a second. But what she was going to 

say next was nothing shameful. Even in front of Jiang Yu, she dared to say it. 

Hence, she said, “What I want to say is very short. A few words will do. Lulu’s press conference was a 

live broadcast. Grandfather Mo was very concerned about it, so he had been watching it the entire time. 

He already knows about these things. He just gave me a call to comfort me. At the same time, he wants 

you to return to the Mo Corporation as soon as possible.” 

Mo Long’s brows furrowed even tighter, and he remained silent. 

Jiang Yu also fell silent. She also knew that this matter was very serious for Mo Long and herself. 

The air was silent for a few seconds before Mo Long said, “I understand.” 

Jiang Yu knew that she could not go with Mo Long at this time, so she could only comfort him, “It’s 

alright. You can go. I’ll be waiting for you to come back.” 

Mo Long’s mood was slightly better after receiving Jiang Yu’s comfort. He said, “I’ll go early and come 

back early.” 

Jiang Yu leaned into Mo Long’s embrace and replied softly, “Mmm.” 

Li Yue watched this scene from the side and her heart was filled with unspeakable bitterness and 

jealousy. 



Mo Long’s current gentle appearance should be for her! And not with this Jiang Yu in front of her! 

Li Yue became even more jealous. She felt that she was the only one who had the right to stand by Mo 

Long’s side. 

After Mo Long said goodbye to Jiang Yu, he planned to take a car back to the Mo Corporation. 

He saw Li Yue standing at the entrance of his car and said, “Why, did my grandfather say that he wanted 

to see you too?” 

Li Yue replied awkwardly, “No.” 

Mo Long opened the car door and sat inside. He said, “Take care then. I won’t send you off.” 

Chapter 573: Mo Family 

When Mo Long returned to the Mo Corporation, elder Mo was already sitting at the door of Mo Long’s 

office. 

When he saw Mo long return, he snorted coldly and said, “You still know to come back? I thought you 

grew on that Jiang Yu’s body!” 

Mo long rubbed his temples helplessly and said, “Grandfather, what nonsense are you spouting again?” 

Elder mo said, “I’m spouting nonsense? Isn’t this the truth? Let’s not talk about other things first, let’s 

talk about Xiaoxue. Even if I don’t acknowledge her mother as my daughter, Xiaoxue still has to call me 

Grandpa and Call You Big Brother! Yet, you just bought over the Tang family’s company for Jiang Yu? 

How are you going to let them live in the future?” 

Mo Long did not think that he had done anything wrong in Tang Xue’s matter. 

He said, “Grandfather, if she can’t educate Tang Xue Well, then don’t let her out and cause trouble. I 

think you also don’t want to hear others say that the daughter of the Tang family who only knows how 

to cause trouble is your granddaughter, right?” 

“You! You really have grown wings!”Elder Mo was very angry, he said, “Alright, then I won’t talk to you 

about Little Xue first. What about Yueyue? How are you going to explain to me that you embarrassed 

Yueyue in public? Could it be because of that Jiang Yu?” 

Mo long said very casually, “I didn’t embarrass her. I just told the truth. If she feels embarrassed, that 

would be a normal reaction.” 

“You! What do you mean? !”Elder Mo was almost angered to death by Mo long, mo long said, “Your 

father and mother are traveling abroad these few days. They will be back in a week. When they find out 

about this matter, I’ll see how you’ll resolve it!” 

Mo long said, “I’ll resolve this matter myself. Grandfather, you don’t have to worry.” 

“I don’t want to worry.”Old Master Mo blew on his beard and hesitated for a moment before asking, 

“Are you really unwilling to marry Yueyue?” 



Mo long sighed and said, “Grandfather, I’ve said it many times. I’ll only marry Yu’er in this lifetime. She’s 

my only wife in this lifetime.” 

“... Then when will you bring that Jiang Yu over for me to take a look?”Elder mo asked. 

Mo Long was a little surprised and said, “Grandfather, didn’t you say that you don’t like Yu’er?” 

“Of course I don’t like her. But she has cured your leg and her position in your heart is so strong. I heard 

you praise her so well, so I naturally want to meet her.” 

Mo long said happily, “Grandfather, if you want to meet Yu-er, I can call her over now.” 

Elder mo snorted and said, “Then call her over.” 

Mo long called Jiang Yu and said, “Grandfather wants to see you. Do you have time to come over?” 

Jiang Yu was very surprised and asked, “Grandfather really wants to see me?” 

Mo long chuckled and said, “Yes.” 

Jiang Yu suddenly panicked and said, “Then, then I’ll make some preparations now. I’ll be there right 

away.” 

“Okay.” 

Ten minutes later, Jiang Yu appeared at the Mo Corporation. 

She walked into Mo Long’s office and saw elder Mo sitting on the VIP sofa at the side. 

Jiang Yu greeted him nervously, “Hello, grandfather.” 

Elder mo looked at her with disdain and inquiry in his eyes. 

He asked, “Are You Jiang Yu?” 

Jiang Yu answered politely, “Yes, grandfather. I’m Jiang Yu.” 

“Are you the Jiang Yu who embarrassed Yueyue at the press conference today?” 

Jiang Yu didn’t know how to answer elder Mo’s question. 

Elder mo continued, “Just tell the truth. I may be old, but I’m not a fool. I know right from wrong. Do you 

think I’m speaking up for Yueyue? No, and it doesn’t mean that I think what Yueyue is doing is right.” 

Chapter 574: Tell The Truth 

Jiang Yu told the whole story of how Li Lu bribed the judges during the dance competition and how she 

was banned from the entertainment industry after it was exposed. She also told the whole story of how 

she found someone to borrow a car to hit her colleague. 

“There’s actually such a Thing?”Elder Mo was also very shocked. 

After all, he had watched the two young ladies of the Li family grow up since they were young. Li Yue 

and Li Lu were very obedient girls, especially Li Lu. She had been following behind Li Yue ever since she 

could walk and listened to Li Yue. How could she do such a thing? 



But now that Jiang Yu had presented all the evidence and Li Lu had admitted it, she could only accept 

this fact. 

Jiang yu sighed and said, “I probably know why Li Lu found someone to hit Little Xia. In the end, I’m the 

one who let little Xia down.” 

Elder mo said, “Jiang Yu, don’t be too sad. “If it weren’t for Lu Lu changing into your costume, none of 

this would have happened. “But she’s too narrow-minded. Just because that girl named Xiao Xia helped 

you, she held a grudge against you after giving you a costume. It’s really a disgrace to the Li family.” 

Jiang Yu said, “Fortunately, Xiao Xia avoided it at that time. Otherwise, the consequences would have 

been unimaginable.” 

Elder mo sighed and said, “She was a very obedient child when she was young. I thought that she would 

grow up so obediently.” 

However, even if Li Lu’s actions had disappointed elder Mo, it did not mean that he would accept Jiang 

Yu. 

He said, “Jiang Yu, you’re a good girl. You can also be a good wife and a good mother. But you’re not 

suitable for Mo long. Let’s not talk about other things first. Your family background and your identity are 

not suitable for him.” 

Mo long could not help but frown when he heard that. He said, “Grandfather, family background is not 

that important...” 

Before he could finish, elder Mo glared at him and continued to say to Jiang Yu, “So, there are some 

things that I hope you can consider carefully.” 

Jiang Yu fell silent. Just as she was hesitating to speak, mo long said, “Grandpa, there are some things 

that I don’t want to say many times. This is the last time. I will only marry Yu’er in my life, and Yu’er will 

only be my only wife in this life.” 

Jiang Yu’s heart was fiercely touched as she looked at Mo long with moved eyes. 

Elder mo paused and said, “Kid, you don’t even listen to what I say?” 

Mo long said, “Grandfather, I can listen to you, but I can’t do this.” 

“You...”elder mo sighed, he said, “Forget it. I originally wanted to test how sincere this Jiang Yu girl was 

towards you. In the end, you didn’t know what was good for you and insisted on disrupting my plan.” 

Mo long said, “There’s no need to test me. I treat Yu’er with sincerity, so she will naturally treat me with 

sincerity.” 

Jiang Yu also said, “Grandpa, don’t worry. I’m sincere to Mo long. No matter how you test me, no matter 

how many times you test me, this is my choice and decision. I will never change it.” 

Elder mo sighed and said, “Forget it. I can’t say much about the matters between you youngsters.”. “Mo 

long, if you really like Jiang Yu, then treat her well. Don’t let her down, and don’t let her be sad.” 

Mo long held Jiang Yu’s hand tightly and said, “I’ll protect her well.” 



Elder Mo took out a short pipe and lit it up. He said, “Then I’ll go back first. You Don’t have to worry 

about your parents. If anything happens, I’ll take care of it for you.” 

After saying that, elder Mo was about to leave, but Jiang Yu stopped him and said, “Grandpa, can I see 

your pipe?” 

“What’s so good about a pipe?”Although he said that, elder Mo still passed the pipe to Jiang Yu. 

Jiang Yu placed the pipe on the tip of her nose and sniffed it carefully. She said, “Grandpa, you can’t use 

this pipe anymore.” 

Chapter 575: Cheap Pipe 

Elder Mo asked in surprise, “What’s wrong with this pipe?” 

Jiang Yu explained, “Grandpa, generally, good pipes are made of mahogany. A ring of white iron is inlaid 

on the outside to prevent the mahogany from overheating. However, although the white iron on the 

outside of this pipe is good iron, the wood material is not good mahogany. It can only be said to be 

ordinary mahogany, and it is mixed with willow wood. Willow Wood is easy to turn into dust, and it is 

harmful to the body if inhaled.” 

“What?” Elder Mo was extremely shocked and said, “This pipe was given to me by Tang Yong!” 

Tang Yong was Tang Xue’s father and Mo Zhi’s husband. 

“Regardless of whether he knows what this pipe is made of or whether he knows that Willow Wood is 

harmful to the body, this pipe can not be used anymore.” 

Elder Mo sighed and said, “I’ll just pretend that he doesn’t know about these things. However, I really 

can’t use this pipe anymore.” 

After Elder Mo put out the fire in the pipe, he threw it into the trash can. 

“Alas, this old man has lost a hobby after throwing this pipe away,” Elder Mo said with great 

disappointment. 

Jiang Yu thought for a moment and said, “Grandpa, why don’t we buy a snuff bottle?” 

“Snuff bottle?” Elder Mo was stunned for a moment and said, “The snuff bottles on the market are all 

fake. Even if there is a real one, we might not be able to buy it.” 

Jiang Yu said mysteriously, “Grandpa, we haven’t seen it yet. How do we know that we can’t buy the real 

one?” 

“What do you mean? You can buy the real one?” Elder Mo looked at Jiang Yu in surprise. 

“Grandpa, we can try,” Jiang Yu said. 

“Okay!”E lder Mo seemed to be very interested in buying a snuff bottle, so he clapped his hands and 

cheered. He was going to buy a snuff bottle with Jiang Yu. 

Mo Long smiled helplessly and said, “You two. Grandpa, you look like a child who hasn’t grown up yet.” 



Elder Mo snorted and said, “Brat, when do I need you to interfere in my affairs?” 

Mo Long hurriedly said, “I won’t, I won’t.” 

Elder Mo didn’t look at him and asked, “Jiang Yu girl, shall we leave now?” 

Jiang Yu said, “Grandpa, The Antiques Chamber of Commerce will only start at night. Don’t be anxious 

now.” 

“Antiques?” Elder Mo was shocked when he heard this word. He asked, “Jiang Yu, don’t tell me you 

want to buy antiques?” 

Jiang Yu smiled coquettishly and said, “Yes.” 

“This...” Elder Mo was a little hesitant. 

It wasn’t because he couldn’t afford to buy antiques, but because he didn’t have a professional by his 

side. He didn’t know if he would be able to buy a fake. 

Jiang Yu saw his hesitation and comforted him, “Grandpa, just trust me.” 

Elder Mo thought for a moment and sighed. “Alright then.” 

No matter what, Jiang Yu was his future granddaughter-in-law. He would accompany her today and 

treat it as playing with this junior. It just so happened that he had been cooped up at home recently and 

didn’t go out to get some air. 

In the evening, Elder Mo dressed up neatly and found Jiang Yu. He asked, “Jiang Yu, when do we set 

off?” 

Jiang Yu was also dressed up. She wore a snow-white knee-length dress with her hair loosely tied up and 

delicate light makeup on her face. 

This granddaughter-in-law’s looks were indeed impeccable. Elder Mo thought to himself that she was 

indeed more than enough to match his grandson. 

Jiang Yu said, “Grandpa, I’m ready too. Let’s set off quickly.” 

Elder Mo said, “Okay.” 

Mo Long did not bring Teng Yi to the Antiques Chamber of Commerce this time. Instead, he took on the 

role of “Driver.”. 

Chapter 576: Genuine And Fake Snuff Bottles 

After arriving at the Antique Chamber of Commerce, there was a long alley with all kinds of antique 

stalls on both sides. 

Jiang Yu looked around and said, “Grandpa, things like snuff bottles have to be bought from stalls to be 

authentic.” 

Elder Mo didn’t care where this thing was bought, but he was very curious. How could Jiang Yu tell if the 

snuff bottles were real or fake? 



Jiang Yu took Elder Mo and Mo Long a few steps forward and pointed at a small stall. “Grandpa, go and 

take a look. Do you like the snuff bottles there?” 

Elder Mo followed the direction and saw a table full of snuff bottles. 

They were of different sizes and all kinds. 

The stall was full of people. They were probably here to buy snuff bottles. 

Elder Mo asked, “Jiang Yu, are these snuff bottles real?” 

Jiang Yu said, “We’ll only know after we’ve seen them.” 

Hearing this, the stall owner was displeased and said, “Miss, what do you mean by this? Are you trying 

to say that the snuff bottles I’m selling are fake?” 

Jiang Yu said, “Whether they are fake or not, I have to take a look.” 

“You really like to talk big, Young lady. These snuff bottles of mine have all been evaluated by experts 

and are all real! Don’t tell me that just because you say they are fake, it means they are fake?” The Boss 

said disdainfully. 

Jiang Yu didn’t answer. After looking around, she picked up a snuff bottle of moderate size and said, 

“Boss, this is the only real one in the snuff bottles you sell.” 

“What?!” The boss was shocked. 

Not only the boss, but everyone else was also shocked — except Mo Long. 

He had long known about Jiang Yu’s ability to identify antiques, and he had seen it before. 

“You little girl, you, don’t talk nonsense!” The boss was exasperated and reached out to chase Jiang Yu 

away. 

Mo Long grabbed the boss’ wrist and glanced at him coldly, successfully shutting the boss up. 

It seemed that he would have to bring Teng Yi out in the future. At least in the future, he would not have 

to do such things himself. 

Elder Mo was also very puzzled. He asked, “Jiang Yu, girl, how do you know that this snuff bottle is real?” 

Jiang Yu explained, “The first snuff bottle was brought to Beijing by Matteo Ricci in the 29th year of the 

Wanli Era. The first snuff bottle was a blue and white porcelain snuff bottle. However, because it has 

been around for too long and there are too few of them, there are not many of them left in the world 

“The one in my hand is an enamel colored snuff bottle. It has a very strong three-dimensional sense, and 

its achievements will surpass the blue and white porcelain snuff bottles. Boss, other than the one in my 

hand, the rest of the snuff bottles are basically blue and white porcelain snuff bottles. Some of them are 

even very bright in color. One look and you can tell that they are products of modern times. Are you 

saying these are real? But I’m saying they are fake.” 

After what Jiang Yu said, the people around also knew the authenticity of these snuff bottles. 



Although they also wanted to buy the real snuff bottle, it was in Jiang Yu’s hands, so there was a high 

chance that it would fall into Jiang Yu’s pocket. 

“Little girl, you really know a lot about antiques?” Someone asked. 

Jiang Yu smiled politely and said, “Not really. I just dabbled in this area.” 

The man asked again, “Hey, young lady, do you have a boyfriend? My son...” 

Before he could finish, Elder Mo hit him with his walking stick and said, “Go, go, go! This is my 

granddaughter-in-law! If you want your son to find one himself, go!” 

The man shut his mouth embarrassedly. 

The corner of Mo Long’s mouth curved into an imperceptible curve. 

Jiang Yu also smiled and said, “Grandpa, this is the real snuff bottle inside. Take a look. Do you like it?” 

Elder Mo coughed a few times, trying to cover up his gaffe just now. He said, “It’s not bad. I can buy it.” 

Chapter 577: Granddaughter-In-Law 

? 

Jiang Yu bought the snuff bottle and gave it to Elder Mo as a gift. 

On the way back, Elder Mo held the snuff bottle and couldn’t put it down. 

“Jiang Yu, I really didn’t expect you to be so knowledgeable in identifying antiques,” said Elder Mo... 

Jiang Yu smiled embarrassedly and said, “I didn’t deliberately study these things. I was very interested in 

them back then, so I found some reference books and learned them as I watched.” 

“It seems that you’re quite good at self-study.” Elder Mo couldn’t help but praise. 

Jiang Yu said, “Grandpa, I can also make snuff. Most of the snuff sold in the market have some chemical 

additives added to it. It’s safer to make it yourself.” 

“You can also make snuff?” Elder Mo was surprised again. 

Jiang Yu said, “When I read the reference books, there was a method to make snuff written on it.” 

“With a granddaughter-in-law like you, the Mo family won’t suffer a loss,” Elder Mo lamented from the 

bottom of his heart. 

Mo Long was driving in the driver’s seat. When he heard this, he could not help but smile and say, 

“Grandpa, I’ve said it long ago. Yu’er is a very outstanding girl.” 

Elder Mo said, “Of course I know that she is an outstanding lady. If you want to marry her, I will stand on 

the same side as you.” 

Mo Long smiled helplessly and said, “Grandfather, aren’t you afraid that when my parents return, they 

will continue to nag at you?” 



Elder Mo snorted and said, “Nag at me? I think they are trying to rebel! The granddaughter-in-law that I 

have taken a fancy to, when did it become their turn to speak?” 

Looks like he’s a very proud grandfather, Jiang Yu thought with a smile. 

Thinking that it was already late, Mo Long brought Elder Mo to Mo Garden. 

Elder Mo was usually a fashionable old man who liked to surf the internet, so he knew that the selection 

of the movie queen would be in a few days. He also knew that Jiang Yu was on the shortlist for the 

movie queen. 

“Jiang Yu girl, do you have confidence in the movie queen selection this time?” After dinner, the three of 

them sat on the sofa and chatted. Elder Mo asked Jiang Yu. 

Jiang Yu said, “I do have confidence. But to me, the most competitive person was still Li Yue. After all, 

she had already won movie queen twice in a row. There’s a 70% chance that the movie queen this time 

will be Li Yue.” 

“Yueyue...” Elder Mo sighed. He probably didn’t expect the two sisters of the Li family to turn out like 

this. 

“Although she was the movie queen for two years, the incident with Li Lu had a great impact on her.” 

Mo Long said, “Li Lu has already retired from the industry. As Li Lu’s sister, Li Yue will be more or less 

suppressed by public opinion.” 

“They brought this upon themselves,” Elder Mo said. “Jiang Yu, I believe in you. You will definitely be the 

movie queen this time!” 

Jiang Yu smiled in relief and said, “Thank you, grandfather!” 

However, Elder Mo also went online to look at Jiang Yu’s votes. Although she was in the top three, she 

was still close to 100,000 votes away from first place. and the first place was still Li Yue. 

“Although Li Lu’s incident has affected her, it feels like she has already suppressed the heat of this 

matter,” said Elder Mo… 

Jiang Yu said, “Li Yue is, after all, a two-time movie queen. She is determined to get the movie queen 

this time. Whether it is herself, her manager or her company, they would not want any mistakes to 

happen at this critical moment. “So they will definitely think of a way to suppress the heat of this matter 

and minimize the impact.” 

Elder Mo snorted and said, “This lass, Li Yue, is quite capable.” 

Chapter 578: Movie Queen Press Conference 

Soon, it was time for the Movie Queen press conference. In the morning, there would be a press 

conference and an interview session. In the afternoon, there would be a vote reading and the selection 

of the latest Movie Queen. 

As the third Movie Queen candidate, Jiang Yu naturally had a lot of attention and topics. Therefore, 

there were a lot of reporters who came to interview her. 



“Jiang Yu, what do you think about the Movie Queen award this time?” A reporter asked. 

“Jiang Yu, do you have any thoughts about your own ranking?” 

“Jiang Yu, the first place is still Li Yue. Do you think she will still get the Movie Queen award this time? 

Do you think Li Lu’s incident will have a big impact on her?” 

The first two reporters’ questions were easy to answer, but the third reporter’s questions were very 

tricky and even made the reporters feel embarrassed. 

But Jiang Yu was not afraid at all and was not nervous at all. She smiled, “Whether Li Yue will get the 

Movie Queen award or not, even if you ask me, I can’t give you a definite answer. This depends on God’s 

will and not something I can control. As for whether the matter of you asking me about Li Lu has a big 

impact on her, I think you should ask her in person. After all, I’m not her, and I don’t know what she’s 

thinking.” 

Although Jiang Yu’s answer was a little serious, it was watertight. This made it so that the reporters 

couldn’t find fault even if they wanted to. 

The reporters also knew that if they continued to ask, they wouldn’t hear the answer they wanted from 

Jiang Yu, so they tactfully asked some other questions, and Jiang Yu answered them one by one. 

After the interview, Sister Xia poured a glass of water for Jiang Yu, she said, “Jiang Yu, have a good rest 

during this period of time. Right now, everyone’s eyes are on you and Li Yue. As for the second place, 

not many people pay attention to it.” 

Jiang Yu drank a mouthful of water and moistened her dry throat. She said, “They just like to pay 

attention to unimportant things and then ask embarrassing questions.” 

Sister Xia sighed, “There’s nothing we can do about it. Reporters nowadays are like that. They ask 

unexpected questions and get explosive answers. Only then can they write their articles and gain fame.” 

Jiang Yu also sighed and said, “Forget it. We’re all doing this for a living. Let’s not make things difficult 

for each other.” 

Sister Xia said, “Take advantage of this time to look at your votes and see if you can still canvass for 

votes.” 

Jiang Yu obediently turned on her phone and found that her votes were still in that position, while Li 

Yue’s votes had increased a little. 

Sister Xia said, “This is all thanks to Li Yue’s fan account. But this isn’t important. Think about it, is there 

any other way to canvass for votes?” 

Jiang Yu thought for a moment and said, “No. Let’s leave it at that. There will be a round of canvassing 

later on the stage.” 

Sister Xia said in shock, “How did you know?” 

Jiang Yu said, “The director team informed me before and even told me to prepare in advance.” 

Sister Xia was speechless and said, “Isn’t this the same as when you won the Best Newcomer Award?” 



Jiang Yu said jokingly, “But I don’t know if this round of canvassing is still a talent show.” 

Sister Xia also smiled and said, “If it’s a talent show, what would you like to perform?” 

Jiang Yu thought for a moment and said, “Borrow a flute and play a song?” 

“You...” Sister Xia shook her head helplessly. 

“But no matter what, I have confidence in the Movie Queen award this time,” Jiang Yu said very 

confidently. 

Sister Xia encouraged her and said, “It’s good to have confidence. Since you’re so confident, don’t let me 

down. The studio and the others all hope that you can win the Movie Queen award this time.” 

Jiang Yu said, “Sister Xia, you can rest assured. I’m determined to win the Movie Queen award this 

time.” 

Chapter 579: Live Performance 

In the afternoon, the audience entered the venue and took their seats. Some of the stars on the shortlist 

had also arrived 

Although this was the selection of the Movie Queen, this award was presented at the end. Before that, 

there were a few other small awards. 

For example, the Most Favored Actor award, the Most Popular Actress award, and so on. 

After the awards ceremony was over, everyone finally welcomed the selection of the Movie Queen. 

The host held the script and read out the names of the ten candidates who had participated in the 

selection of the Movie Queen. 

However, many people did not pay much attention to those people. They only paid attention to Li Yue 

and Jiang Yu. Although Li Yue was ranked first and Jiang Yu was ranked third, there was a gap of nearly 

100,000 votes between the two of them. It seemed that Jiang Yu was no longer catching up to Li Yue. 

However, everyone was still paying attention. After all, no one knew if Jiang Yu was that dark horse or if 

she would be able to fight her way out of the third place. 

After the host read out the names of the ten candidates, he said, “Everyone must be looking forward to 

the final round of canvassing votes, right? This round appeared once during the ‘Best Newcomer Award’. 

Now, it will appear again on the stage of the Movie Queen Award!” 

The audience cheered, the host took advantage of the situation and said, “Since we are going to select 

the Movie Queen, then we will naturally test the acting skills of the candidates. Who has the best acting 

skills and is the best? Only then will they be worthy of the title of ‘Movie Queen’! Next, we will first 

gather the opinions of the netizens and see what questions we are going to give the candidates!” 

After about ten minutes, a staff member quietly handed the questions to the host. 

The host took the questions and said, “Then let’s start with the tenth candidate! Let’s welcome the 

tenth candidate!” 



A woman in a wine-red evening gown walked onto the stage amidst everyone’s applause and started 

her live performance amidst everyone’s cheers. 

Jiang Yu sat below the stage. Beside her was not Sister Xia, but Li Yue. 

“You’re really not nervous at all,” Li Yue said playfully. 

Jiang Yu was fully focused on watching the performance on the stage. When she heard Li Yue’s words, 

she only replied indifferently, “If it’s mine, it must be mine. If it’s not mine, I won’t pursue it. So there’s 

nothing to be nervous about. It’s fine as long as you’re here.” 

“You’re really open-minded.” Li Yue said mockingly, “Do you think that you’ll be able to get the Movie 

Queen even if you pass this round of canvassing?” 

Jiang Yu said, “Who knows? Before the final result is reached, no one can make any conclusions.” 

“Then I’ll wait for the final result.” 

When it was Jiang Yu’s turn, her topic was to challenge for three seconds to shed tears. 

“Three seconds to shed tears?!” Someone exclaimed, “Three seconds isn’t even enough to gather your 

emotions!” 

However, there were also people who thought that this was too easy for Jiang Yu. They said, “If she 

doesn’t even have this bit of strength, she shouldn’t have come to the selection of Movie Queen, right?” 

“But even if you let Li Yue come personally, she might not be able to do it in three seconds!” 

Jiang Yu went up on stage in anticipation and began to challenge the three-second challenge. 

She first gathered her emotions and then nodded to the host and said, “I’m ready.” 

Hence, the host checked the seconds and counted, “One, two, three... tears! Jiang Yu is crying!” 

In order to prove it, the camera specially gave Jiang Yu a close-up and displayed the scene on the big 

screen. 

On the screen, Jiang Yu was crying her eyes out, which made people want to protect her. 

The audience applauded and cheered. 

The host could not help but praise, “Jiang Yu is indeed a candidate for Movie Queen! May I take the 

liberty to ask, what did you think of just now that made you cry in three seconds?” 

Chapter 580: Fought Her Way Out of Encirclement 

Jiang Yu smiled and said, “I just thought of the difficulties and setbacks I’ve experienced along the way. 

Although there were times when I couldn’t hold on, I gritted my teeth and endured it. I felt that it was 

very hard, but I’m very happy to be able to stand in this position today. When the two emotions mixed 

together, I couldn’t help but cry.” 

The host was also moved by Jiang Yu and said, “It turns out that Jiang Yu was also an unknown little 

actress who started from the bottom. Alright, next, let’s welcome the second candidate!” 



After Jiang Yu came off the stage, a woman wearing a slim qipao walked onto the stage slowly. Her face 

was covered in heavy makeup, which didn’t match the pure white Snow Lotus Qipao. 

After she went on stage, she looked down on the questions that the host asked and said, “Aren’t there 

any challenges that are difficult?” 

The host was also a little embarrassed and asked, “Then what kind of challenges do you want?” 

The woman thought for a moment and said, “Those that don’t match my temperament.” 

“Those that don’t match?” The host was stunned for a moment. She flipped through the list of questions 

in her hand and finally asked slowly, “Can you act as a bankrupt rich lady?” 

The woman thought for a moment and said, “Then I’ll act this one.” 

She did not make any preparations and directly started acting. However, her acting did not look like a 

bankrupt rich lady at all. Instead, she looked more like a pampered daughter who secretly ran out of the 

house because she was playful. 

“What is this acting?” Someone in the audience below the stage was dissatisfied and shouted, “You still 

want to act with such acting skills?! There must be something fishy with your votes, right?!” 

“That’s right! Jiang Yu’s acting skills are many times better than yours. She’s only ranked third!” 

Everyone knew that the votes of this woman on the stage must be exaggerated. Otherwise, with her 

ability, let alone second place in the Movie Queen selection, it was hard to say if she would even be able 

to become an actress. 

Everyone booed her to leave the stage and she could only run away because she was embarrassed. 

The last person to appear was Li Yue, the most capable actress of her generation, who had been the 

Movie Queen for two consecutive years. 

Li Yue’s title was to perform the image of a happy woman who had successfully gotten together with the 

person she loved the most. 

This title was the easiest title for Li Yue and the rest of the small actors. 

But unexpectedly, Li Yue did not perform well. 

Her acting was not happy enough. Even though she was set to be a very happy woman, there was no 

happiness on her face. Instead, there was more unwillingness. 

Of course, Li Yue was unwilling. 

To be together with the person she loved the most? How was that possible? The person she loved the 

most was together with the person she hated the most!! How could she accept this?! 

The emcee saw the unwillingness on Li Yue’s face and the resentment around her. She didn’t dare to 

breathe loudly and didn’t even dare to say a word. 

After a long while, the emcee whispered, “Li Yue, your performance is over.” 



Li Yue finally reacted and said apologetically, “I’m sorry, I was distracted just now.” 

Even though Li Yue was very apologetic, she was determined to win the Movie Queen award this time. 

So what if Jiang Yu acted well? Her reputation, strength, and the gap between her and Jiang Yu’s votes 

were all there. Jiang Yu wanted to surpass second place and even surpass her? 

That was purely a dream. 

That was what Li Yue thought. But when the votes were read, she did not expect that Jiang Yu not only 

surpassed second place, but even surpassed her by more than 30,000 votes. 

What did that mean? In other words, Jiang Yu was the first place in this year’s Movie Queen selection? 

Impossible! She should be the first place! This year’s Movie Queen should also be her! 

 


